
about the theme
Lent begins in the wilderness. The Spirit guides Jesus into the wilderness where he comes 
face to face with temptation and struggle. Yet, in his forty days of fasting, resisting, and 
wandering, Jesus is shaped and formed for ministry. Similarly, through the wilderness of Lent, 
we are invited to surrender to the wild leadings of the Spirit. We rarely enter the wilderness 
willingly, but hopefully through our wandering we remember who we are and whose we are.                     
The wilderness can become sacred even if it remains dangerous. There is no wilderness space 
too harsh or threatening for God’s love. This Lent, we welcome you to the journey.

what’s included in the bundle
1 .   LENTEN DEVOTIONAL (A printable daily devotional booklet with: scripture, poetry, visual

art, coloring, written reflections, and journaling prompts. This will be best for older youth and adults). 
2 .   WORDS FOR THE WILDERNESS DEVOTIONAL FOR YOUTH (Cards with

words for the wilderness and short prayers for youth and their families to read each day of Lent. 
The resource will include creative options for turning the cards into a colorful word wall).        

3 .   SERMON PLANNING GUIDE (Offering insights, inspiration, and theme connections for
the focal scriptures for Lent and Easter Sunday).

4 .   WORDS FOR WORSHIP (Plug-in written liturgy inspired by the theme and scriptures for
each week of Lent through Easter Sunday).

5 .   BRINGING THE WILDERNESS IN ART INSTALLATION (A two-part
program for you to host a family-friendly event to create wilderness installations and then 
adorn your sanctuary with elements of the wilderness. The resource will include liturgy to 
guide you in contemplative creating). 

6 .   15 NEW VISUALS W/ ARTIST STATEMENTS (Illuminating the Lent & Easter
Sunday lectionary scriptures).

7.  WILDERNESS BRANDING BUNDLE (Logo files and graphic templates to help you
share this theme in your print and online communications).

8 .  POETRY PRAYERS (8 poems for journeying through the wilderness of faith).
9 .   WORSHIP LITURGY W/ MIDRASH FOR PALM SUNDAY (Creative liturgy to

follow the narrative journey from palms to passion).
1 0 .  SINGING THROUGH THE WILDERNESS LITURGY FOR HOLY WEEK

(Music-heavy liturgy to practice singing through the wilderness journey to the cross).
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key scriptures & weekly themes
Our theme and resources are inspired by the Revised Common Lectionary (Year A), with particular emphasis on the following 
texts each week. As you can see, this bundle provides resources for Lent, Holy Week, and Easter Sunday.

FIRST SUNDAY IN LENT
MATTHEW 4:1-11 (Jesus resists temptation in the wilderness)
GENESIS 2:15-17; 3:1-7 (Adam and Eve eat from the tree of knowledge)
Much of who we are is shaped by the wilderness. Made in the image of God, Adam and Eve discover how easy it is to get 
stuck in human brokenness. Jesus finds his sense of call in the wilderness, as his ministry becomes defined by what he 
resists: hunger (feeding the hungry) and power (finding power in servanthood). 

SECOND SUNDAY IN LENT
JOHN 3:1-17 (Nicodemus questions being born again)   |   PSALM 121 (“I lift my eyes to the hills”)
Sometimes the wilderness mystifies and scares us. Nicodemus comes to Jesus by night, desperate for concrete answers 
to swallow up his doubt. Instead, Jesus offers him poetry and mystery, pointing him to the wildness of the Spirit. 
The hymn of Psalm 121 reminds us of the power of song when trudging through difficult or perilous wilderness spaces. 
In the wilderness of seeking justice, our songs give us courage and strength to climb even the highest of hills.

THIRD SUNDAY IN LENT
JOHN 4:5-42 (The Samaritan woman at the well)   |   EXODUS 17:1-7 (The Israelites thirst in the wilderness)
The Israelites experience the full spectrum of emotions the wilderness incites—doubt and disillusionment, 
disorientation and disconnection. Memories of their liberation fade as their thirst deepens and they ask, “Is the Lord 
among us or not?” In John’s gospel, Jesus greets a woman of Samaria—a foreign land Jesus chooses to go through, not 
around—and transforms her personal wilderness into living waters.

FOURTH SUNDAY IN LENT
JOHN 9:1-41 (Jesus heals a man born blind)   |  PSALM 23 (“The Lord is my shepherd”)
Healing is a wilderness journey. The story of the man born blind shows us that sometimes we get worse before we get 
better, as his healing journey requires mud across his eyes and plunging into a pool he is forbidden to touch. In the 
familiar words of Psalm 23, we find comfort in God’s loving guidance even through the valley of the shadow of death.

FIFTH SUNDAY IN LENT
JOHN 11:1-45 (Jesus raises Lazarus from the dead)   |  EZEKIEL 37:1-14 (The valley of dry bones)
Feeling stuck or depressed, navigating a failing marriage or working a job you hate, living with illness or chronic pain—
these are all valleys of dry bones. In these spaces, we pray for God’s breath to rattle us toward becoming whole. 
The story of Lazarus reminds us of the wilderness of grief, as Martha’s response to her brother’s death captures the way 
we, too, might protest death, “Lord, if you had been here, my brother would not have died.”

PALM/PASSION SUNDAY
MATTHEW 21:1-11 (Palms procession into Jerusalem)
Sometimes the wilderness is isolating and lonely, and sometimes it is filled with crowds. On Palm Sunday, we find our 
place in the crowds, and we must ask ourselves where we stand. As Jesus rides through Jerusalem on a colt, are we filled 
with reverence or dismay? As Holy Week begins, we follow Jesus through the wilderness journey to his death. 

HOLY WEEK
JOHN 13:1-17, 31B-35 (Jesus washes the disciples’ feet)   |  JOHN 18:1-19:42 (Jesus’ trial and execution)
There is no quick or easy way out of the wilderness. Holy week invites us to slow down, to face and feel the painful events 
of Jesus’ last days—for in these stories we may find glimpses of our own.

EASTER SUNDAY
JOHN 20:1-18 (The women discover the empty tomb)   |  PSALM 46 (“Be still and know”)
As the women leave the empty tomb, filled with shock and breathless joy, they begin a new journey. In these moments, 
their personal wilderness blooms with beauty and promise. As Easter people, the journey for us never ends. With the 
Spirit luring us forward, we celebrate the glimpses of resurrection sprouting up in the dry and cracked spaces of our lives.
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ideas for programming
•   Provide copies of our Lenten devotional booklets for members of your community to use 

individually or in groups. If your church has a Facebook group, utilize that platform to discuss the 
prompts and content in the devotional. 

•   Provide copies of our Words in the Wilderness devotional cards to youth, college students, or young 
families in your congregation to provide a simple way to journey with scripture throughout Lent.

•   Use our Bringing the Wilderness In art curriculum to host a family-friendly event to make wilderness 
installations together (sort of like a Lenten version of an Advent wreath-making workshop). 

•   Host weekly hikes. Before the hike begins, read scripture together, such as Psalm 121.

•   Host a study series on global wilderness places most affected and harmed by climate change.    
Develop action steps to support these lands and those who inhabit them.

ideas for music
•   “A Wilderness Wandering People,” Jim Strathdee, 2011. 
•   “Spirit of Gentleness, Blow Through the Wilderness,” James K. Manley, 1975.
•  “Ain’t I Glad I’ve Got Out the Wilderness!” African American Spiritual, 1907.
•  “Spirit of the Living God,” Daniel Iverson, 1926.
•  “Come, Holy Spirit, Descend On Us,” John L. Bell.

lent 2020

easter 2020

reflections on the wilderness theme
“Lent finds many of us in the midst of very personal wilderness experiences—the wilderness of discerning a major life 
change, the wilderness of starting anew under the shroud of grief, the wilderness of seeking connection in a deeply 
polarized culture, the wilderness of finding your way through a difficult season, the wilderness of listening for God in the 
swirl of questions and doubt, the wilderness of self-discovery and personal growth, the wilderness of getting lost over 
and over again. The good news of the wilderness is that nothing is static or still. Grains of sand harden into stone. The 
mid-day heat gets swallowed up by evening’s chill. The creatures of the day fall quiet as the creatures of the night awake. 
Everything is always in transition, ever-changing. The wilderness is harsh and sometimes scarce, but new life persists in 
unexpected places. Even if you are walking in circles, you are getting somewhere. And so, this Lent, we invite you to join 
us in asking, ‘Where is God meeting me in the wilderness? What can the wilderness teach me? What do I need to learn 
before I can find my way out?’”   — REV. LISLE GWYNN GARRITY, FOUNDER, CREATIVE DIRECTOR

“Recently I heard the poem, ‘God Would Kneel Down’ by St. Francis of Assisi, accompanied by Rachel Held Evans’ reflection, and 
it left an indelible image etched onto my consciousness. Spiritual wilderness is often defined by an apparent distance from God 
or God’s absence all together. It is a place where we grieve, making our home out of despair and crushed dreams.
It is where we thrash our bodies about in protest of the harshness of this world and are pushed to our edges, challenged beyond 
what we thought possible. For me, the bounds of wilderness were marked with the utter, lonely betrayal of God’s absence. As I 
heard the words of St. Francis, however, the wilderness transformed, and I saw the form of God’s also weary body kneeling down 
beside me as I lay in the dust of my own loss, trauma, and fear. The wilderness is not a place where God abandons us, though we 
may keep our own distance for a while. It is where God fiercely holds us while everything else dissolves around us. When we find 
ourselves lying on the blistering, rough ground, God kneels down beside us and adores us. This is the new image of wilderness I 
carry with me.”   — REV. LAUREN WRIGHT PITTMAN, FOUNDING CREATIVE PARTNER, DIRECTOR OF BRANDING

“Scripture presents us with wilderness moments time and time again. At creation, God’s Spirit hovered over the 
wilderness. Fast forward and we find the Israelites wandering in the wilderness. Fast forward again, and we find Jesus’ 
ministry, which began in the wilderness and was marked with frequent trips back to the wilderness to be alone with 
God. Scripture is speckled with wilderness moments, which must mean something—right? I am excited about this 
Lenten theme because I believe that there is something about the wilderness that is foundational to our faith, and I 
want to claim that. We learn who we are in the wilderness. We learn who God is in the wilderness. We learn how to take 
the next step, how to find comfort with the unknown, and how to trust God’s call in the wilderness. We are reminded of 
what truly matters and what we can let go of in the wilderness. In the wilderness our faith is born, nurtured, challenged, 
and resurrected; and we all need that from time to time. So this Lent, I invite you to embrace the wilderness with us. 
The wilderness of faith, grief, self-discovery, doubt—you name it, God is there. Let the journey begin.”   — REV. SARAH 
ARE, FOUNDING CREATIVE PARTNER

“For me, wilderness is a metaphor for difficult moments in the day, for challenging aspects of the beautiful blessing of life. Our 
family moved last year, ripping me away from a carefully constructed work-life balance that was impossible to replicate. I spent 
the year struggling to recreate the structures of my former life in this new place. Instead, through the wilderness, the sadness, 
the discord, the frustration, the overwhelm, I found that it was not by avoiding these negatives but by persevering within them 
that I built a daily life even stronger and more wonderful than I had imagined my life had been before. The wilderness is a 
necessary trial. I am intrigued by this theme because it inspires a visual blending of negative and positive emotion. 
Can repetitive discord build a pattern of beauty and depth?”   — HANNAH GARRITY, FOUNDING CREATIVE PARTNER

“Growing up, I always heard ‘wilderness’ spoken of in hushed tones, with a sense of fear and foreboding. It was not a 
place anyone would go voluntarily. I was warned away from the wilderness, told to avoid it at all costs.  As I’ve gotten 
older, many of the things that I’ve been told are evil have shifted and transformed as I’ve begun to see the beauty within 
them. Those things which we find strange or uncomfortable are not always malicious—in fact, they are often the exact 
places where God works. God calls us to wilderness to use our discomfort to stretch us, challenge us, and equip us to 
more completely reflect God. The number of biblical texts that point us toward the wilderness helps me remember that 
I am not a failure when I wander into wilderness spaces.  I didn’t fail at avoiding the wilderness. Rather, I am a child held 
in God’s hand, brought to the wilderness to encounter the Spirit in ways I could never have imagined.  I am led to the 
wilderness to let go of the self I cling to so fiercely, to be re-formed into a more vibrant disciple.”   
— SLATS TOOLE, GUEST CONTRIBUTOR © a sanctified art   |   sanctifiedart.org

about the logos
As I began working on the Wilderness logos, I gathered images for inspiration, and I found myself 
drawn to images of desert sandstone. Sandstone almost glows with deep tones of maroon, 
terracotta, and rust while also taking on shades of plum and lavender. Sandstone also has beautiful, 
rambling layers of color and contour lines, which directly inspired the font choice and the shapes 
and strokes of both logos. As I sketched scratchy lines and shapes, the forms took on more meaning 
than the layers of rock and sand that inspired them. I began to see a wandering path winding 
through the wilderness, and the Lent logo began to emerge. The Lenten journey meanders, taking 
us through twists and turns. The Lenten journey mirrors the contours of stone, the lines and textures 
that mark ages of minerals compressed and hardened. In my sketches I also began to see the floating 
directional lines of wind and the airy breath of the Spirit. In Easter, the heaviness of the Lenten 
journey lifts, yet the journey continues. We are reminded of the boundlessness of the Spirit. In the 
Easter version of the logo, the path becomes the wind of the Spirit, dancing and guiding us onward.   
— LAUREN WRIGHT PITTMAN & LISLE GWYNN GARRITY

https://rachelheldevans.com/blog/article-1213829173

